
D835V2 - SN: 4d139 Extended Dipole Calibrations 
 

Referring to KDB 865664 D01, if dipoles are verified in return loss ( -20dB, within 20% of prior calibration), 

and in impedance (within 5 ohm of prior calibration), the annual calibration is not necessary and the 

calibration interval can be extended. 

D835V2 - SN: 4d139 

835 Head 

Date of 

Measurement 

Return-loss 

(dB) 
Delta (%) 

Real 

Impedance 

(ohm) 

Delta 

(ohm) 

Imaginary 

Impedance 

(ohm) 

Delta 

(ohm) 

2021.09.17 -29.8  51.4  -2.9  

2022.09.17 -31.6 -6.0 50.0 -1.4 -2.6 0.3 

       

       

 

<Justification of the extended calibration> 

The return loss is -20dB, within 20% of prior calibration, and the impedance is within 5 ohm of prior 

calibration. Therefore the verification result should support extended calibration. 

 

<Dipole Verification Data>  

Head 835MHz _2022.0917 

 















D1900V2 - SN: 5d159 Extended Dipole Calibrations 
 

Referring to KDB 865664 D01, if dipoles are verified in return loss ( -20dB, within 20% of prior calibration), 

and in impedance (within 5 ohm of prior calibration), the annual calibration is not necessary and the 

calibration interval can be extended. 

D1900V2 - SN: 5d159 

1900 Head 

Date of 

Measurement 

Return-loss 

(dB) 
Delta (%) 

Real 

Impedance 

(ohm) 

Delta 

(ohm) 

Imaginary 

Impedance 

(ohm) 

Delta 

(ohm) 

2021.09.16 -21.4  54.2  7.8  

2022.09.16 -21.7 -1.4 53.3 -0.9 7.8 0 

       

       

 

<Justification of the extended calibration> 

The return loss is -20dB, within 20% of prior calibration, and the impedance is within 5 ohm of prior 

calibration. Therefore the verification result should support extended calibration. 

 

<Dipole Verification Data>  

Head 1900MHz _2022.09.16 

 















D2450V2 - SN: 893 Extended Dipole Calibrations 
 

Referring to KDB 865664 D01, if dipoles are verified in return loss ( -20dB, within 20% of prior calibration), 

and in impedance (within 5 ohm of prior calibration), the annual calibration is not necessary and the 

calibration interval can be extended. 

D2450V2 - SN: 893 

2450 Head 

Date of 

Measurement 

Return-loss 

(dB) 
Delta (%) 

Real 

Impedance 

(ohm) 

Delta 

(ohm) 

Imaginary 

Impedance 

(ohm) 

Delta 

(ohm) 

2021.09.18 -22.6  55.0  6.3  

2022.09.18 -22.6 0.0 53.7 -1.3 6.7 0.4 

       

       

 

<Justification of the extended calibration> 

The return loss is -20dB, within 20% of prior calibration, and the impedance is within 5 ohm of prior 

calibration. Therefore the verification result should support extended calibration. 

 

<Dipole Verification Data>  

Head 2450MHz _2022.09.18 

 















D2600V2 - SN: 1110 Extended Dipole Calibrations 
 

Referring to KDB 865664 D01, if dipoles are verified in return loss ( -20dB, within 20% of prior calibration), 

and in impedance (within 5 ohm of prior calibration), the annual calibration is not necessary and the 

calibration interval can be extended. 

D2600V2 - SN: 1110 

2600 Head 

Date of 

Measurement 

Return-loss 

(dB) 
Delta (%) 

Real 

Impedance 

(ohm) 

Delta 

(ohm) 

Imaginary 

Impedance 

(ohm) 

Delta 

(ohm) 

2021.09.16 -25.7  51.1  -5.1  

2022.09.16 -26.3 2.7 54.2 3.1 -2.8 2.3 

       

       

 

<Justification of the extended calibration> 

The return loss is -20dB, within 20% of prior calibration, and the impedance is within 5 ohm of prior 

calibration. Therefore the verification result should support extended calibration. 

 

<Dipole Verification Data>  

Head 2600MHz _2022.09.16 

 




